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DustMitex contains all the same natural ingredients as 
DustMite and Flea Control, but in a pre-mixed liquid form 
that lets you destroy dust mites and !eas with no fuss, 
and with no harm to your family or pets. DustMitex is not 
a harsh chemical or dangerous poison, but a natural 
Boron Compound much like the Borax used in laundry 
cleaning.

   and greatly reduces its population within 2 weeks.

   colored fabrics.

Eliminate Dust Mite Allergies

Ingredients:

Technical Data

DustMitex is a handy, ready-to-use spray that 
requires no mixing

Dustmitex

1

Contains the same ingredients and does the 
same job as DustMite and Flea Control 
powder, but in a pre-mixed liquid form.
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After 8 weeks, nearly every mite inhabiting 
carpet or furniture will be eliminated, and 
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Features

Features a natural Boron Compound much 
like the Borax used in laundry cleaning.
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Grades:
Chemical Formula:
Chemical Name:     Disodium Octaborate Tetrahydraye
Chemical Family:                                      Inorganic Borates
CAS Registry Number:
TSCA Inventory Number:
EPA Registration Number:                                       
OVERVIEW:

!ammable, combustible or explosive, and it presents no 

toxicity.

IMPORTANT HAZARDS: None



1116 - 1115

DustMite and Flea Control powder mix from The 
Ecology Works is a long-lasting treatment that 
eliminates dust mites and !eas from carpets and 
upholstered furniture and keeps them away natu-
rally ! 8-oz bag treats 200 sq ft and economical 2-lb 
bag treats 800 sq ft.

   its presence.

   source, thereby greatly reducing the dust mite 
   population within 2 weeks.

   treatment in the bedroom "rst.

Eliminate Dust Mites & Fleas

Ingredients:

Technical Data

Dustmite & Flea Control

1

months. Thereafter, apply twice a year
2

a spray bottle for small areas, or a pump 
sprayer or carpet steamer for large carpeted 
areas
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Applications

Features a natural Boron Compound much 
like the Borax used in laundry cleaning.
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Grades:                           Comercial, Technical, Low Sulfate
Chemical Formula:
Chemical Name:     Disodium Octaborate Tetrahydraye
Chemical Family:                                      Inorganic Borates
CAS Registry Number:
TSCA Inventory Number:
EPA Registration Number:                                        
OVERVIEW:

powdered substance that is not !ammable, combustible or 

humans) and has low acute oral and dermal toxicity.

IMPORTANT HAZARDS: None


